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Abstract: We present the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson produced through
bottom quark annihilation at third order in QCD using the threshold approximation. We
provide a framework, based on the factorization properties of the QCD amplitudes along
with Sudakov resummation and the renormalization group invariance, that allows one
to perform the computation of the threshold corrections in a consistent, systematic and
accurate way. The recent results on threshold N3LO correction in QCD for the Drell-Yan
production and on three loop QCD correction to Higgs form factor with bottom anti-
bottom quark are used to achieve this task. We also demonstrate the numerical impact of
these corrections at the LHC.
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1 Introduction
With the spectacular discovery of the Higgs boson at CERN LHC [1, 2] , the full spectrum
of matter particles and force carriers of the Standard Model (SM) has been established
very successfully. Though the mass of the newly discovered boson is already pinned down
with an impressive experimental uncertainty of just a few hundred MeV in the range of
125–126 GeV, to fully validate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking and to
shed light on the possible potential deviations from its SM apprehension, it is indispensable
to study the inclusive as well as exclusive observables associated with the production and
decay channels of the Higgs boson to a very high accuracy.
Within the framework of SM, the production mechanism of the Higgs boson is dom-
inated by gluon fusion, whereas one of the alternative channels, namely, bottom quark
annihilation is severely suppressed by the small Yukawa coupling of bottom quark to the
Higgs boson. However, in extensions of the SM with an enlarged spectrum of Higgs sector,
as in the case of two-Higgs doublet model, the Yukawa coupling of bottom quark to some
of the Higgs bosons can be enhanced significantly, such that the production channel of
bottom quark annihilation could be the dominant one. Moreover, the contribution from
gluon fusion channel decreases due to enhanced negative top-bottom interference diagrams.
Furthermore, the bottom quark initiated processes at hadron colliders are of much theoret-
ical interest on account of the freedom in treating the initial state bottom-quarks. In the
four flavor scheme (4FS), alternatively known as the fixed flavor number scheme (FFS),
the mass of the bottom quarks is considered to be non-zero throughout and they are ex-
cluded from the proton constituents, whereas, in the framework of five flavor scheme (5FS),
also known as the variable flavor number scheme (VFS), the bottom quarks are considered
as massless partons, except in the Yukawa coupling, with their own parton distribution
functions (PDF).
The inclusive productions of the Higgs boson in gluon-gluon fusion [3–11], vector boson
fusion [12–14] and associated production with vector bosons [15, 16] are known to next-

















bottom-antibottom (bb¯) annihilation is also known to NNLO accuracy in the VFS [17–22],
whereas it is known to NLO in the fixed FFS [23–28].
While the theoretical predictions at NNLO and next-to-next-to leading log (NNLL) [29]
QCD corrections and of two loop electroweak effects [30–35] played an important role in
the discovery of the Higgs boson, the theoretical uncertainties resulting from the unphys-
ical factorization and renormalization scales are not fully under control. In addition, the
interpretation of the experimental data with higher accuracy from the upcoming run at
the LHC demands the inclusion of higher order terms in QCD in the theoretical computa-
tion. Hence, the efforts to go beyond NNLO are going on intensively in past few decades.
The computation of N3LO corrections is underway and some of the crucial ingredients,
like the quark and gluon form factors [36–40], the mass factorization kernels [41] and the
renormalization constant [42] for the effective operator describing the coupling between
the Higgs boson and the SM fields in the infinite top quark mass limit are available up to
three loop level in dimensional regularization. In addition, NNLO soft contributions are
also known [43] in n dimensions. These results were already used to compute the partial
threshold contributions at N3LO to the production cross-section of di-leptons in Drell-Yan
(DY) and of the Higgs boson in gluon fusion as well as in bb¯ annihilation, see [44–48]. Since
then, there have been several advances [49–52] towards obtaining the complete N3LO re-
sult for the inclusive Higgs production. The milestone in this direction was achieved by
Anastasiou et al. in [53] to obtain the complete threshold N3LO corrections. This result
provided a crucial input in [54] to obtain the corresponding N3LO threshold corrections to
DY production. Independently, in [55], using light-like Wilson lines threshold corrections
to the Higgs boson as well as Drell-Yan productions up to N3LO were obtained. Catani
et al. in [56] used the universality of soft gluon contributions near threshold and the re-
sults of [53] to obtain general expression of the hard-virtual coefficient relevant for N3LO
threshold as well as threshold resummation at next- to-next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic
(N3LL) accuracy for the production cross section of a colourless heavy particle at hadron
colliders. There have been several attempts to go beyond threshold corrections [57, 58] for
the inclusive Higgs production at N3LO. Recently, [59], the full next to soft as well as the
exact results for the coefficients of the first three leading logarithms at this order have been
obtained for the first time. For the Higgs boson production through bb¯ annihilation, the
recent results of the Higgs form factor with bottom-antibottom by Gehrmann and Kara [60]
and the universal soft distribution obtained for the Drell-Yan production [54] enabled us
to obtain the missing δ(1 − z) contribution (see [47, 48, 61] for the partial results to this
order) to the production cross-section at threshold at N3LO [62].
Like the inclusive one, the differential rapidity distributions are computed for the
dilepton pair in DY [63] and the Higgs boson produced through gluon fusion in [64, 65],
the Higgs boson through bb¯ annihilation in [66] and associated production of the Higgs
with vector boson in [67, 68] to NNLO in QCD. Using the formalism developed in [47, 48],
the partial N3LO threshold correction to the rapidity distributions of the dileptons in DY
and the Higgs boson in gluon fusion as well as bottom quark annihilation were computed
in [69]. Following the same technique, we obtained the complete N3LO threshold correction

















fusion [70]. We had seen the dominance of the threshold contribution to the rapidity
distribution in these processes. A significant amount of reduction in the dependence on
the unphysical renormalization and factorization scale of the rapidity distribution takes
place upon inclusion of the N3LO threshold corrections. In addition, these computations
provide first results beyond NNLO level and will serve as a non-trivial check for a complete
N3LO results. Keeping these motivations in mind, we intend to extend the existing result
of the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson produced through bb¯ annihilation to higher
accuracy, namely the inclusion of complete N3LO threshold correction.
In section 2.1, we perform an explicit calculation of threshold correction to the ra-
pidity distribution of the Higgs boson in bb¯ annihilation at NLO, using the factorization
properties of QCD amplitude, Sudakov resummation of soft gluons and renormalization
group invariance. This helps us to build an elegant framework to calculate the rapidity
distribution at threshold, of a colorless state produced at hadron colliders, to all orders in
QCD perturbation theory. In section 2.2, we use that general framework to achieve the goal
of computing the complete analytic expression for the threshold corrections beyond NLO
and provide the result up to N3LO. Section 2.3 contains the discussion on the numerical
impacts of our results. Finally, we conclude with our findings in section 3.
2 Differential distribution with respect to rapidity







where, ψb(x) and φ(x) denote the bottom quark and scalar field, respectively. The Yukawa
coupling λ is given by
√
2mb/v, with the bottom quark mass mb and the vacuum expec-
tation value v ≈ 246 GeV. Throughout our calculation, we consider five active flavours
(VFS scheme), hence except in the Yukawa coupling, mb is taken to be zero like other light
quarks in the theory.
We study infrared safe differential distribution, namely rapidity distribution of the
Higgs boson at hadron colliders, in particular those produced through bottom anti-bottom
annihilation. Our findings are very well suited for similar observables where the rapidity
distribution is for any colorless state produced at hadron colliders. We will set up a
framework that can provide threshold corrections to rapidity distribution of the Higgs
boson to all orders in perturbation theory. It is then straightforward to obtain fixed order
perturbative results in the threshold limit.
The general frame work that we set up for the computation of threshold corrections
beyond leading order in the perturbation theory for such observables is based on the fac-
torization property of the QCD amplitudes. Sudakov resummation of soft gluons, renor-
malization group equations and most importantly the infrared safety of the observable play
important role in achieving this task. QCD amplitudes that contribute to hard scattering
cross sections exhibit rich infra-red structure through cusp and collinear anomalous dimen-

















and light quarks are responsible for soft and collinear singularities in these amplitudes and
also in partonic subprocesses. Singularities resulting from soft gluons cancel between vir-
tual and real emission diagrams in infrared safe observables. While the final state collinear
singularities cancel among themselves if the summation over degenerate states are appro-
priately carried out in such observables, the initial state collinear singular configurations
remain until they are absorbed into bare parton distribution functions. In the upcoming
section, we present one loop computation for the rapidity distribution in order to demon-
strate how the various soft singularities cancel and also to give a pedagogical derivation
of how the most general resummed threshold correction to the rapidity distribution can
be btained.
2.1 Threshold correction at NLO
The process under consideration is the production of the Higgs boson through bottom
quark annihilation in hadron colliders. The leading order process is
b(k1) + b¯(k2)→ H(q) (2.2)
where, ki’s are the momenta of the incoming bottom and anti-bottom quarks involved in
partonic reaction and q is the momentum of the Higgs boson. The hadronic center of mass
energy squared is defined by S ≡ (p1 + p2)2, where pi’s are the hadronic momenta and the
corresponding one for the incoming partons is given as sˆ = (k1 + k2)
2. The fraction of the
initial state hadron momentum carried by the parton is denoted by xi i.e. ki = xipi. The










The differential distribution with respect to rapidity of the Higgs boson can be expressed as
d
dy
σb(τ, q2, y) = σb,(0)(τ, q2, µ2R)W





with τ ≡ q2/S, q2 = m2H , mH -the mass of the Higgs boson. λ(µ2R) is the Yukawa coupling
defined at the renormalization scale µR, N = 3 is the number of QCD colors and σ
b,(0) is
the leading order cross-section. Defining z ≡ q2/sˆ, we find















dz δ(τ − zx1x2)
×
∫










In this expression, X is the remnants other than the Higgs boson, Zb(µ2R) is the ultravi-
olet (UV) renormalization constant for the Yukawa coupling λ and dPS1+X is the phase
space element for the H +X system. Mac→H+X denotes the scattering amplitude at par-
tonic level. The function Hˆac(x1, x2) is the product of unrenormalized parton distribution
functions (PDF) fˆa(x1) and fˆc(x2),

















The PDF fa(x1, µ
2
F ), renormalized at the factorization scale µF , is related to the unrenor-















, a = b, b, g (2.7)
where, the scale µ is introduced to keep the strong coupling constant gˆs dimensionless in
space-time dimensions n = 4 + , regulating the theory and aˆs ≡ gˆ2s/16pi2. Expanding the
AP kernel in powers of aˆs, we get
Γad(aˆs, µ









ad (z) +O(aˆ2s) (2.8)
where, P
(0)
ad (z) is the leading order AP splitting function. S = exp
(
(γE − ln 4pi) 2
)
where
γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using Γad, W
b can be written in terms of renormalized
H, given by




















2, µ2F , y2, ) .
The LO contribution arises from the Born process b+ b→ H and the NLO ones are from
one loop virtual contributions to born process and from the real emission processes, namely
b + b → H + g, b(b) + g → H + b(b). For LO and virtual contributions, dPS1+X = dPS1
and for real emission processes we have two body phase space element dPS1+X = dPS2.
In order to define the threshold limit at the partonic level and to express the hadronic
cross-section in terms of the partonic one through convolution integrals, we choose to work
with the symmetric scaling variables x01 and x
0









, τ = x01x
0
2 . (2.10)
In terms of these new variables, the partonic subprocess contributions can be shown to
depend on the ratios zj =
x0j
xj
which take the role of scaling variables at the partonic level.































is UV finite. Here subscript d stands for differential distribution. The collinear singularities
that arise due to the initial state light partons are removed through the AP kernels resulting

























2, q2, µ2R, 
)
Γ−1cc′ (aˆs, µ









































×∆bd,ac(z1, z2, as(µ2R), q2, µ2F , µ2R) .
Since, W b involves convolutions of various functions, it becomes normal multiplication
in the Mellin space of the Mellin moments of renormalized PDFs, AP kernels and bare
differential partonic cross-section. The double Mellin moment of W b(x01, x
0
2) is defined by













= H˜ac(N1, N2)∆˜bd,ac(N1, N2) (2.14)
where








d,ef (N1, N2) . (2.15)
The threshold limit is defined by Ni →∞, which in zj variables corresponds to zj → 1. In
this limit, only diagonal terms in the AP kernel Γ˜−1 and ˜ˆ∆bd contribute to the differential
cross-section. Hence, ln ∆˜bd is simply a sum of the contributions from 1) diagonal terms of
the AP kernels and 2) bare differential partonic cross-section. Due to the born kinematics,
the form factor contribution can be further factored out from the differential partonic cross
sections to all orders in perturbation theory. Hence, the remaining part of the differential
partonic cross-sections contains contributions from only real emission processes, namely
those involving only soft gluons. Taking into account the renormalization constant of the
Yukawa coupling λˆ, we find
ln ∆˜bd(N1, N2, q
2, µ2R, µ
2
F ) = ln
(
Zb(µ2R)
)2 − ln Γ˜bb(N1, µ2F )− ln Γ˜bb(N2, µ2F )
+ ln |Fˆ b(q2)|2 + ln S˜b(N1, N2, q2) (2.16)
where Fˆ b and S˜b(N1, N2) are bare form factor and real emission contributions of partonic
subprocesses, respectively. The inverse Mellin transform will bring back the expressions in
terms of the variables zj and they will contain besides regular functions, the distributions













i = 0, 1, · · · . (2.17)
The subscript ‘+’ denotes the customary ‘plus-distribution’ f+(z) which acts on functions






















where, g(z) is any well behaved function in the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 1. In the threshold limit,
we drop all the regular terms and keep only these distributions.
In the following, we perform NLO computation in the threshold limit. The overall
renormalization constant (Zb)2 is found to be
(Zb(µ2R))











The form factor contribution |Fˆ b|2 at one loop level gives









− 4 + 14ζ2 +O()
)
+O(aˆ2s) (2.20)














































Note that the regular terms in the limit zj → 1 in Γbb do not contribute in the threshold
limit and hence dropped.
The inverse Mellin transform of S˜b(N1, N2), namely S
b(z1, z2) can be obtained directly
from the real gluon emission processes in bottom anti-bottom annihilation processes: b +






























The spin and color averaged matrix element square in threshold limit is found to be










where terms that are regular in zj as zj → 1 have been dropped. It is then straightforward
to obtain the threshold contribution resulting from the real gluon emission process:












(1− z1) 2 (1− z2) 2
































it can be shown that ∆bd(z1, z2) in the threshold limit contains only the distributions such
as δ(1− zj),Di and Di. Decomposing ∆bd,ac into hard and soft parts,
∆bd,ac(z1, z2, q




d,ac (z1, z2, q




d,b (z1, z2, q
2, µ2F , µ
2
R) , (2.27)
and setting µF = µR = mH , we find
∆
SV,(0)
d,b = δ(1− z1)δ(1− z2) ,
∆
SV,(1)
d,b = δ(1− z1)δ(1− z2)CF
(







































F ) , (2.29)
similar to ∆d,b and putting ∆
SV
























































(x1 − x01)(x2 − x02)
]
. (2.30)
where all the parton densities are defined at µF = mH . In general,
Hbb,12(x1, x2, µ2F ) ≡ Hbb(x1, x2, µ2F )−Hbb(x01, x2, µ2F )−Hbb(x1, x02, µ2F ) +Hbb(x01, x02, µ2F ),
Hbb,1(x1, x2, µ2F ) ≡ Hbb(x1, x2, µ2F )−Hbb(x01, x2, µ2F ),
Hbb,2(x1, x2, µ2F ) ≡ Hbb(x1, x2, µ2F )−Hbb(x1, x02, µ2F ) . (2.31)























The exact result computed at NLO level confirms our expectations, see for example [71]
where the rapidity distribution of di-leptons in the Drell-Yan production for a physics
beyond the SM (BSM) involving a generic Yukawa type interaction was obtained to NLO
level. After the suitable replacement of the BSM coupling in [71], we obtain
dσb
dy


















































F ) +O(a2s) (2.34)


















































ϕgb¯3 Hgb(x1, x2, µ2F )






























Hbb¯(x01, x02, µ2F )
(



















Hbb¯,12(x1, x2, µ2F )
(x1 − x01)(x2 − x02)




Hbb¯,1(x1, x2, µ2F )
+





















ϕgb¯1 = Hgb(x1, x02, µ2F )
(




1 + (x1 − x01)2
))
ϕgb¯2 =












































2 ) + 2x1x
04








































2 q2 (1− x02) (x1 − x01)





, κb1 = ln















In the threshold limit, after setting µF = mH , we find that the above result reduces to
given in eq. (2.30).
2.2 Threshold corrections beyond NLO
Following the factorization approach that we used in the previous section to obtain the
threshold correction to NLO rapidity distribution, we now set up a framework to compute
threshold correections to rapidity distribution to all orders in strong coupling constant.
Our approach is based on the fact that the rapidity distribution in the threshold limit can
be systematically factorized into 1) the exact form factor, 2) overall UV renormalization
constant, 3) soft gluon contributions from real emission partonic subprocesses and 4) the
diagonal collinear subtraction terms involving only δ(1−z) and D0(z) terms of AP splitting
functions. We call such a combination soft-virtual (SV) part of the rapidity distribution
and the remaining part as hard. Hence, we propose that
∆SVd,b (z1, z2, q
2, µ2R, µ
2









The symbol ‘C’ means convolution with the following definition









f(z1, z2)⊗ f(z1, z2)⊗ f(z1, z2) + · · · , (2.39)
where, ⊗ indicates double Mellin convolution with respect to the variables z1 and z2 and the
function f(z1, z2) is a distribution of the kind δ(1−zj) and/orDi(zj). The finite distribution
Ψbd in dimensional regularization contains Hbb¯ unrenormalized form factor Fˆ
b(aˆs, q
2 =
−Q2, µ2, ), UV overall operator renormalization constant Zb(aˆs, µ2R, µ2, ), soft distribution
functions Φbd(aˆs, q
2, µ2, z1, z2, ) and the mass factorization kernels Γbb(aˆs, µ











∣∣Fˆ b(aˆs, Q2, µ2, )∣∣2)δ(1− z1)δ(1− z2)
+ 2 Φbd(aˆs, q
2, µ2, z1, z2, )− C ln Γbb(aˆs, µ2, µ2F , z1, ) δ(1− z2)
− C ln Γbb(aˆs, µ2, µ2F , z2, ) δ(1− z1) . (2.40)
We have expressed all the quantities in the above equation in terms of unrenormalized
strong coupling constant aˆs related to the standard αˆs through aˆs = αˆs/4pi and the dimen-
sional regularization scale µ. The UV renormalization of aˆs is done at the renormalization
scale µR through Z(µ
2




























































determines the structure of the Z(µ2R), up to O(a3s), we find











































































with the SU(N) color factors







and nf is the number of active flavours.
The overall operator renormalization constant Zb renormalizes the bare Yukawa cou-











In MS scheme, Zb(µ2R) is identical to quark mass renormalization constant. The RGE for















with the anomalous dimensions γbi given by [73–75]























































































































The bare form factor Fˆ b(aˆs, Q
2, µ2, ) satisfies the following differential equation which


























where, all the poles in  are encapsulated within Kb and Gb contains the terms finite in .
Renormalization group invariance of Fˆ b(aˆs, Q















where, Aqi ’s are the cusp anomalous dimensions, found to be [41, 80–83]






















































Being flavor independent, Abi ’s are same as A
q







































































































































Expanding the finite function Gb(as(Q
2), 1, ) in powers of as(Q
2) as
Gb(as(Q





one finds that Gbi can be expressed in terms of collinear B
q
i and soft f
q
i anomalous dimen-
sions through the relation [84–86]
Gbi() = 2(B
q




Note that the single pole term of the form factor depends on three different anomalous
dimensions, namely the collinear anomalous dimension Bqi , anomalous dimension of the




i can be obtained from
the δ(1 − z) part of the diagonal splitting function known up to three loop level [41, 80]
which are




















































































































The f qi for i = 1, 2 can be found in [84] and in [41] for i = 3. We list them below:
f q1 = 0 ,






















































































Since Bqi and f
q
i are flavour independent, we have used B
b
i ≡ Bqi and f bi ≡ f qi in Gbi . The
constants Cbi are controlled by the beta function of the strong coupling constant through
renormalization group invariance of the bare form factor:
Cb1 = 0, C
b
2 = −2β0gb,11 , Cb3 = −2β1gb,11 − 2β0(gb,12 + 2β0gb,21 ). (2.61)
The coefficients gb,ki can be extracted from the finite part of the form factor. Up to two loop
level, we use [22, 47, 48] and at three loop level the recent computation by Gehrmann and
Kara [60] enable us to compute the relevant gb,13 in [62] where g
b,1
3 was already used to ob-



































































































































































































































Using the expressions for Kb and Gb given in eq. (2.54) and eq. (2.56), respectively, we
obtain the renormalized form factor up to order O(a3s) as






































































































































































Note that the poles of ln |Fˆ b|2 are fully controlled by the universal anomalous dimensions
Aq, γb, Bq and f q while the constant terms require vertex dependent constants gb,ki .
In MS scheme, the mass factorization kernels Γbb(aˆs, µ
2, µ2F , zj , ) remove the collinear










































The off diagonal splitting functions are regular as zj → 1. The diagonal ones contain
in addition distributions such as δ(1 − zj) and D0 multiplied by the universal anomalous












As we are interested in results from the threshold region, we can ignore all the non-diagonal
splitting functions and also the regular part P
(i)

















the solution to eq. (2.64) takes the following form:
ln Γbb(zj , µ
2



















































































































Finally, we need to determine the soft distribution function Φbd(aˆs, q
2, µ2, z1, z2, ) in ∆
SV
d,b .
Its most general form can be systematically constructed if Φbd also satisfies a differential
equation similar to the form factor. It is indeed the case because the q2 dependence and pole
structure of Φbd have to be similar to those of ln |Fˆ b|2 in order to obtain finite distribution



























, z1, z2, 
)]
. (2.68)
It is natural to move all the singular terms in  of Φbd to K
b
d and keep G
b
d finite as  → 0
similar to Kbd and G
b
d of the logarithm of the form factor, ln Fˆ
b. The RG invariance of
Φbd(aˆs, q

















d = −δ(1− z1)δ(1− z2)as(µ2R)Aq . (2.70)
The right hand side of the above equation is proportion to δ(1− z1)δ(1− z2) as the most
singular terms resulting from K
b
d should cancel with those from the form factor contribution
which is proportional to only pure delta functions. To make the ∆SVd,b finite, the poles from
Φbd(aˆs, q
2, µ2, z1, z2, ) have to cancel those coming from Fˆ






= −Aq . (2.71)
The RGE 2.70 for G
b





























2), 1, z1, z2, 




























With these solutions, it is now straightforward to solve the above differential equa-




































The form of zj dependence part of the solution in the above solution is inspired by our
one loop computation in the previous section and it can be justified from the factoriza-
tion property of the QCD amplitudes and the corresponding partonic cross sections. The
constants K
b,(i)
d () are determined by expanding K
b








, z1, z2, 
)












and solving the RGE 2.70 for K
b
d. The constants K
b,(i)
d () are identical to K
b,(i)
() given
in [47, 48]. G
b,(i)
d () are related to the finite functions G
b
d(as(q
2), 1, z1, z2, ). In terms of


















where the constants Gbd,i() are flavour independent and they satisfy the following structure
similar to Gbi() of the form factor, i.e.,





Cbd,1 = 0, Cbd,2 = −2β0Gb,1d,1, Cbd,3 = −2β1Gb,1d,1 − 2β0(Gb,1d,2 + 2β0Gb,2d,1) . (2.78)
Using K
b,(i)
d from eq. (2.75) and G
b,(i)
d from eq. (2.76) and using eq. (2.26), we find
that the soft distribution function up to third order in as(q




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the above expression, we have used Gb,kd,i = Gq,kd,i , being flavour independent. The soft





and f qi , the constants G
q,k
d,i which need to to be determined. At O(as) level Gq,1d,1, Gq,1d,2, Gq,1d,3,

















dτ τN−1 σb , (2.80)
where σb is known to NNLO level [22] exactly and to N3LO level in the threshold limit [62].
In large N limit i.e. N → ∞ the above eq. (2.80) relates φˆq,(i)d () to φˆq,(i)() that appears




Γ(1 + i )
Γ2
(
1 + i 2
) φˆb,(i)() (2.81)
and
φˆb,(i)() = φˆq,(i)() (2.82)
since φˆq,(i)() is flavour independent. Hence
φˆ
b,(i)
d () = φˆ
q,(i)
d () (2.83)
and all the relevant constants Gq,kd,i required for threshold prediction up to O(a3s) can be
obtained from Gq,ki which are analogous to these factors appeared in the computation of
inclusive threshold cross-section to Drell-Yan process. The relevant Gq,ki ’s at O(as) and
O(a2s) [47, 48] are



































































































































































These lead to the following expressions of Gq,kd,i ’s at O(as), O(a2s) [69] and O(a3s) [70]:













































































































































With all these information available at hand, it is now straightforward to obtain threshold
corrections to rapidity distribution of Higgs boson in the bottom quark annihilation pro-
cesses. We substitute eq. (2.50), (2.63), (2.67), (2.79) in eq. (2.40) to obtain Ψbd(). Since
all the UV and IR singularities cancel among various terms, we can set  = 0 in the the
distribution Ψbd() to obtain ∆
SV
d,b . Expanding the finite distribution Ψ
b
d( = 0) in eq. (2.38)
in terms of convolutions eq. (2.39) and performing all those convolutions using the formula
given in eq. (52) of [48], we obtain ∆
SV,(i)
b defined by





























We present below our results for ∆
SV,(i)
d,b up to N




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































At the stage, we can demonstrate that integration over the rapidity correctly reproduces in-
clusive threshold contribution to the Higgs production in bottom anti-bottom annihilation





2) = σb(τ, q
2) . (2.89)
The integration over the rapidity y leads to the following relation between ∆SVd,b (z1, z2)





dz2δ(z − z1z2)∆SVd,b (z1, z2) . (2.90)
We have explicitly checked that the results presented here for ∆SVd,b and those for ∆
SV
b
in the [62] up to N3LO level satisfy the above relation confirming the consistency of the
formalism used. For completeness, we present the results for ∆
SV,(i)
d,b up to N
3LO after
substituting all the constants that are required to this order:
∆
SV,(1)













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































b,SV,(i) (eq. (2.4)) at the hadronic level order by order up to O(a3s).
2.3 Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical impact of the rapidity distribution of the Higgs
boson, produced via bottom anti-bottom annihilation subprocess at the LHC. The rapidity























In the following, for our numerical study we will use the exact results up to NLO level
but at NNLO, we use exact NLO and only threshold contribution at O(a2s) as we do not
have access to the hard part at O(a2s) computed in [66].1 We call it NNLO(SV). Similarly
at N3LO level, we will use NNLO(SV) and threshold contribution at O(a3s), denoted by
N3LO(SV) hereafter. We present results for the center of mass energies 8 and 13 TeV at the
LHC. The standard model parameters which enter into our computation are the Z boson
mass mZ = 91.1876 GeV, top quark mass mt = 173.4 GeV and mass of the Higgs boson
mH = 125 GeV. The strong coupling constant is evolved using the 4-loop RG equations
with αN
3LO



































ais Mi . (2.95)
The Ki are given by




(A21 +A2), M3 =
1
6
(A31 + 3A1A2 + 2A3), (2.96)
with
A0 = c0, A1 = c1 − b1c0, A2 = c2 − b1c1 + c0(b21 − b2),









where µ0 is some reference scale at which λ is known. We have numerically evaluated
λ(µ2R) to relevant order namely LO, NLO, NNLO and N
3LO by truncating the terms in
the r.h.s. of eq. (2.47). We have used λ(µ20) =
√
2mb(µ0)/v and mb(µ0) = 3.63 GeV with
the choice µ0 = 10 GeV. We use the MSTW2008 [88] parton density sets with errors
estimated at 68% confidence level with five active flavours. Parton densities and αs are
evaluated at each corresponding perturbative order. Specifically, we use (n+ 1)-loop αs at
NnLO, with n = 0, 1, 2, 3. However, we use MSTW2008NNLO PDFs at N3LO, the N3LO
kernels not being available at the moment. We set the renormalization scale µR = mH and
factorization scale µF = mH/4 [19] as their central values.
Several checks have been performed on our numerical code. We have found complete
agreement with the literature on the inclusive Higgs production rate [22, 62] after perform-
ing an additional numerical integrationon our distribution over the rapidity Y. The check
was also performed at the analytical level. However, we were not able to reproduce the
plot given in [66], after using the same set of values of the input parameters. We begin
our discussion with the results at NLO level. In section 2.1, we presented the contribu-
tions coming from the exact results, containing the regular as well as pure threshold ones
to the rapidity distribution at O(as). In figure 1, we plot both the NLO(SV) and exact
NLO rapidity distributions to exhibit the dominance of threshold over the entire rapidity
range after setting the values of the renormalization and factorization scales to their central
values. From now on, we adopt a consistent representation to display the figures corre-
sponding to our results. In every figure, the left panel shows the result for 8 TeV whereas
the right panel corresponds to 13 TeV at the LHC. We observe that the exact NLO con-
tribution is well approximated by the NLO(SV), thanks to the intrinsic property of the
matrix element, where the phase-space points corresponding to the born kinematics con-
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/4H = MFµ, H = MRµ
MSTW, 13 TeV LHC
Figure 1. The comparison between NLO and NLOSV with the renormalization scale µR = mH
and factorization scale µF = mH/4 at 8 TeV (left panel) and 13 TeV (right panel) LHC.
Y 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
102 LO 4.137 4.027 3.705 3.196 2.549 1.828 1.126 5.427 1.686
102 NLO 6.485 6.225 5.495 4.429 3.217 2.054 1.097 4.419 1.065
102 NNLO(SV) 6.921 6.650 5.879 4.731 3.407 2.135 1.113 4.417 1.118
102 N3LO(SV) 6.984 6.707 5.922 4.757 3.415 2.130 1.105 4.340 1.084
Table 1. Contributions at LO, NLO, NNLO(SV) and N3LO(SV) with the renormalization scale
µR = mH and factorization scale µF = mH/4 at 8 TeV LHC.
So, we expect that the trend of approximating the exact results by threshold corrections
at that order to remain same after the inclusion of higher order terms also.
With this in mind, we present the results at LO, NLO, NNLO(SV), N3LO(SV) for
different values of the rapidity Y after setting the central values for renormalization and
factorization scales for 8 TeV in table 1 and for 13 TeV in table 2 at LHC. The hadronic
cross-section, obtained by the convolution of the partonic cross section with the parton
densities, suffers from the theoretical uncertainties, arising from the missing higher order
corrections, through the renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF ) scales. These can be
estimated through the variation of the differential hadronic cross section with µR and µF ,
thereby exhibiting the size of the higher order effects.
In figure 2, we plot two curves for each order for the predictions at NLO, NNLO(SV),
N3LO(SV) corresponding to two different choices of the renormalization scale, µR = 0.1mH
and µR = 10mH , keeping the factorization scale fixed at µF = mH/4, whereas in figure 3,
we plot the predictions at each order corresponding to two different choices of the fac-
torization scale, µF = mH/8 and µF = mH/2, keeping the renormalization scale fixed at

















Y 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
102 LO 8.465 8.293 7.787 6.981 5.925 4.686 3.371 2.115 1.068
102 NLO 13.466 13.063 11.903 10.133 7.985 5.737 3.671 2.001 0.849
102 NNLO(SV) 14.284 13.875 12.689 10.844 8.549 6.099 3.833 2.035 0.848
102 N3LO(SV) 14.475 14.057 12.843 10.959 8.620 6.131 3.837 2.025 0.838
Table 2. Contributions at LO, NLO, NNLO(SV) and N3LO(SV) with the renormalization scale
µR = mH and factorization scale µF = mH/4 at 13 TeV LHC.
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MSTW, 13 TeV LHC
Figure 2. The rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson at NLO, NNLO(SV) and N3LO(SV) at
8 TeV (left panel) and 13 TeV (right panel) LHC. The band indicates the uncertainty due to
renormalization scale.
inclusion of the higher order terms, the width of the bands being an clear indicator of the
theoretical uncertainties. Moreover, we can see that the dependence on the renormalization
scale for this process is very mild. Another way to assess the reliability of the prediction
is to study the rate of convergence of the perturbation series, represented by the K-factor.





iLO(SV )/dσLO, i = 2, 3 as a function of Y . For 8 TeV LHC, we see that the K1 varies
from 1.57 to 0.63 over the entire rapidity range, while the value of K1 for the inclusive
rate is 1.37. Similarly, for K
(SV)
2 ,the variation is from 1.67 to 0.66, while for the inclusive
rate it is 1.35. It shows, particularly, that the shape at higher orders can not be rescaled
from lower orders as the differential K-factor varies significantly over the full rapidity










3LO(SV )/dσNNLO(SV ). The values of the K-factors
with the inclusion of higher order terms decrease, thereby implying a considerable amount
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MSTW, 13 TeV LHC
Figure 3. The rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson at NLO, NNLO(SV) and N3LO(SV) at
8 TeV (left panel) and 13 TeV (right panel) LHC. The band indicates the uncertainty due to
factorization scale.
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Figure 4. The distribution of K
(SV)




3 at different perturbative order at
8 TeV (left panel) and 13 TeV (right panel) LHC.
3 Conclusions
To summarize, we present threshold enhanced N3LO QCD correction to rapidity distribu-
tion of the Higgs boson produced through bottom quark annihilation at the LHC. We show
in detail the infra-red structure of the QCD amplitudes at NLO level as well as the cancel-
lation of the various soft and collinear singularities through the summation of all possible
degenerate states and the renormalization of the PDFs in order to demonstrate a general
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N3LO at different perturbative order at
8 TeV (left panel) and 13 TeV (right panel) LHC.
bation theory. We have used factorization properties, along with Sudakov resummation of
soft gluons and renormalization group invariance to achieve this. The recent result on three
loop form factor by Gehrmann and Kara [60] and the universal soft distribution obtained
in [54] provide the last missing information to obtain threshold correction to N3LO for the
rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson in bottom quark annihilation. We find the domi-
nance of the threshold contribution over the entire rapidity range at NLO. We extend this
approximation beyond NLO to make predictions for center of mass energies 8 and 13 TeV.
We observe that the inclusion of N3LO contributions reduces the scale dependency further,
as expected, through the variation of the renormalization and factorization scales around
their central values and that K-factors show stability at higher orders.
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